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1. Introduction 

Firms which have a cost advantage in the production of a key intermediate good 

sometimes restrict exports of these in order to promote exports of the final good. A notable 

example is the voluntary restriction, by integrated firms such as Toshiba, of exports of 

DRAM into the US market. Attempts by the low-cost industry to reduce downstream 

competition by restricting the supply of the input (or vertical foreclosure) provides a motive 

for strategic government intervention which alters the industry equilibrium [Spencer and Jones 

(1991, 1992), Rodrik and Yoon, (1989)l. 

In Spencer and Jones' model, producers of the intermediate good set prices. The low- 

cost supplier commits to a price for the exports of the input before downstream firms compete 

(in quantity or in price) in the final market. The more efficient industry is assumed to be 

vertically integrated. It chooses not to export the intermediate good if supply in the high-cost 

country is sufficiently inelastic. The government located in the hlgli-cost country can impose 

a tariff on imports of the final good and induce veitical supply. 

We anaiyze the effects of a tariff on imports of the final good for vertically related 

markets, when exchange of the intermediate good is determined by bargaining'. This implies 

a more even distribution of power between upstream and downsEe3rn firms than does price 

setting. It eliminates common motives for integration (e.5 double margiiialization) and limit- 

price policies [as in Ordover, Saloner and Salop (199O)I. 

' Other papers in which the equilibriiiin is cieteiinii~ed by bargaining inciittie: Horn and 
Wolinsky (1988), where upstream and downstream films bargain over the price of tile input: 
and Hart and Tirofe (1990) and Bolt011 and Whinston (1003), where finns bargain over the 
gains from trade. 
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In our model, two industries, each consisting of an upstream and a downstream firm, 

are located in two different countries. Each dow~~stream firm bargains first with the domestic 

supplier and then with the foreign one. This timing captures the idea that firms regard the 

domestic firm as a "natural partner". We could motivate this description by assuming that 

agents incur different costs to bargaining (and of renegotiating previous agreements) with 

different agents. A more complete model would endogenize the number of times that agents 

bargain, and the order of their partners, but we do not attempt this here. 

We first study the free-trade equilibrium in the bargaining framework. We then show 

that the effects of a tariff depend on the degree of competition in the final market and on the 

industry configuration in the more efficient country. 

If upstream firms have the same costs, trade in inputs takes place between domestic 

partners only. The bargaining solution is equivalent to the solution under vertical integration; 

the second stage of bargaining is vacuous. If suppliers have different constant marginal costs, 

the inclusiu~l of the second stage of the game changes the equilibrium: Downstream market 

shares are reversed, relative to the one-shot gallie. The downstream firm located in the low- 

cost country resells some of the input to the foreign upstream firm rather than transforming it 

into the final good. The reallocation of production tends to increase efficiency, When resale 

of the input from the downstream to tile upstream level (hereafter, simply "resale") is not 

allowed, the downstream firm located in the low-cost country becomes li Slaclcelbei-g leader in 

the final market, and consumers tend to be better off. 

The cost difference may induce vertical merger in tile low-cost industry. Tlie 

conditions under which integration of the more efficient ii?dust~-y occut.s depends oil whether 
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resale is allowed. When a merger takes place, the choice between vertical foreclosure and 

vertical supply by the integrated industry depends upon the degree of competition in the final 

market but no on the cost difference. 

To make our results comparable to Spencer and Jones, we assume that the final market 

is located in the high-cost country, and we analyze the effects of trade policies there. If 

goods are perfect substitutes and the more efficient industry is vertically integrated, a specific 

tariff on imports of the final good induces vertical supply, as is the case with price setting by 

suppliers. With bargaining, however, an arbitrarily small tariff induces the integrated industry 

to exit the final goods market and sell all its input to the independent downstream fi. 

Efficient bargaining, which implies that parulers share the gains from trade, enables the 

foreign integrated industry to reduce the burden of the tariff. The domestic (high cost) 

supplier of the input may gain or loose from the miff on the final good. depending on the 

degree of substitutability. When non-integration prevails in the low-cost country, the tariff 

has the usual effect of extracting reni froin ioreign films. A tariff affects the incentives for 

vertical integration. Again, the tariff's effects depend upon whether resale is allowed under 

non-integration. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 points out the in~plications of efficient 

bargaining with identical costs. Section 3 st~idies a model wiih asymmetric costs, with resale. 

and section 4 analyzes the case in which resale of tile iiiput is not allowed. Section 5 

considers the incentives for vertical integration in tile low-cost iiidustry. Trade policies are 

analyzed in sections 6, 7 and 8, and concluding remarks are contained iit section 9. 
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2. Implications of efficient bargaining 

We have a two-country model. In country i the dowilstream firm (D,) acquires its 

input from the domestic supplier (U,). (U stands for "upstream", D for "downstream".) The 

amount of the input and the payment are determined through bargaining. We model this 

using the Nash solution, which maximizes the product of the finns' gains in profits over the 

disaefeement outcome, and splits the surplus. One unit of input is transformed costlessly into 

one unit of output. Both downstream firms sell in the same market, located in the domestic 

country. Finn i's inverse demand function is p(x, + cx,), where x, is the quantity sold by firm 

i and c E [0,1] determines the degree of substitutability. The parameter c therefore 

detennines the degree of competition in the final market, where the equilibrium is Coumot- 

Nash. 

In this section we assume that suppliers have equal constant marginal costs. Since 

efficient bargaining avoids the double marginalization problem, the irtceraction of the two 

non-integrated industries is equivalent to the interaction of two vcrticaily integrated ones. 

Equilibrium sales are independent of whether upstream and downstream firms integrate. 

The equilibrium does not change if the domestic (foreign) downstream f i m  can 

bargain with the foreign (domestic) upstream film after bargaining with its home partner. 

The first-stage bargaining is carried out with the knowledge that tliel-e will be a second stage, 

and the equilibrium is subgame perfect. Under simultaneous barcaining, I-{art a i~d Tirole 

(1990) show that firms sell the Cournot-Nasli outpiic in  t i i t  final ii~tirket aftcr acquiring some 

of the input from each supplier. In a sequential moiiei, 211 trade takes place between domestic 

partners in the first stage, and this game redtices to the previous one-shot gaine, yielding the 
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Cournot-Nash outcome.' This result would be more obvious if there were a technical reason 

why the potential surplus between domestic partners was greater than the surplus between 

foreign ones (e.g. transport costs or increasing marginal costs of production). 

The equivalence of the outcomes of the two-stage and of the one-stage games implies 

that when firms are symmetric, the incentive for vertical integration is not altered by the 

possibility of inter-industry trade (by which we always mean trade between an upstream fm 

in one country and a downstream firm in the other country). This result does not hold if 

firms can commit to strategic policies, as in Ordover, Saloner and Salop's (1990) price-setting 

framework. In their model the ability to limit-price provides an incentive for individual 

vertical integration. With bargaining, symmetric firms have no incentive to integrate. 

3. The bargaining problem with asymmetricindustries 

We assume that the foreign supplier (UJ has lower costs than the domestic one (U,). 

Their constant marginal costs are m and h respectively (h > m); hereafter we set m = 0, so h 

determines the foreign industry's cost advantage. When wade occurs between domestic 

partners only, the outcome in the final market is the same as the Cournot-Nash equilibrium 

(which we assume is unique) of the game with integrated firnis. Total sales in the final 

market are a function of marginal costs, and we denote by G(h) = G the low-cost foreign 

industry's (greater) Cournot output level. and by L(h) = L the high-cost tiornestic industry's 

In the two games (with and without tlie secoiid-st~gc barg~iiiing) [lie Nash solution is 
computed with reference to different tlireat points (i.e. in the one-shot game the disagreement 
payoff for firms is the pair (0,0), while in each stage of the two-stage garrie there is a positive 
outside option because of bargaining with the other films). Tile syminetric shift in agreement 
and disagreement payoffs across the two games giiatxntees that tlie difference in threat points 
does not alter the final outcome. 
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(lower) Coumot output, with G > L. 

Suppose that firms are allowed to bargain with foreigners, and consider the two-stage 

game where each downstream firm bargains with its dornestic supplier in the first stage and 

with the foreign supplier in the second. We show that total sales of downstream firms in the 

final market are the same as in the one-shot game, but the market shares are reversed. 

To obtain a subgame perfect equilibrium, we solve the model backward, starting from 

the second stage. Consider the bargaining problem between the foreign supplier U, and the 

domestic buyer D,. The Nash solution selects the sales quantity x and the transfer T, the pair 

(x,,*,T,:) that maximizes the product of the firms' gains in profits over the disagreement 

outcome. The first index on variables denotes the nationality of the downstream firm and the 

second index the nationality of the upstream firm: d for "dornestic" and f for "foreign"; a "*" 

denotes the equilibrium level. In this game, firms takc as given the outcolue of previous 

bargains and the outcome of their rivals' concurrent bargain. The foreign downstream firm's 

profit is the difference between revenue and transfers that the firm nas to pny to acquire the 

intermediate good: 

where (x, + x,) is the total output for the foreign downstreain firtn. 

The profit for the domestic supplier is tlie difference between revenues from tile sale 

of the input and the costs of production: 

If the two parties fail to agree, they obtain a payoff which depencis on their agreement 
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with their national partner, so the disagreement point is d,, = (n,~,Il,~): 

d, = i x, pix, + c(x, + xd,Jl - ' frc ,, ; T.fd - hcsfJ . (3) 

The Nash solution of this bargaining game chooses x, and T, to maximize the Nash 

product [not - Il,p][n,, - nu:]; this maximizes the surplus that the two firms split. The 

surplus S, is the firms' gains over the disagreement payoffs: 

The maximization of this surplus with respect to x,, takes the sales of the rival and the 

first-stage quantities as given. We denote by q, the total sales made by the foreign 

downstream firm (q, = x, + x,), and by qd those made by the damestic downstream firm (q,, 

= xdd + x,). Substituting these definitions into (4). we re-write the surplus as: 

By symmetry, the surplus for the domestic downstream firm and the foreign low-cost supplier 

is: 

In the second stage q, is chosen to m~xirnize S,, and q, is chosen to rnaxir~iize S,,. 

Since first-stage quantities are here fixed, die inaxiniand in (5j is equivalent io that hced by a 

high-cost vertically integrated industry (minus a const;inrj, and the in~xilnand in (6) is 

equivalent to that faced by a low-cost industry, when the two industries compete i n  quantity 

- 
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in the final market. The resulting Coumot equilibrium is (q,*,qfe) = (G,L). The downstream 

firm located in the high-cost country sells the larger Cournot market share. The second stage 

transfer, but not the level of final sales, depends on the outcome of bargaining in the first 

stage. 

In the first stage of the game each downstream firm bargains with its domestic 

supplier. We solve the first-stage problem for the low-cost industry, assuming that the 

simultaneous bargain between firms in the high-cost country is successful, i.e. x,, > 0. The 

first-stage agreement profit for D, is3: 

1 n = -{ 4;[ P(q,' + cq,') - hl + % l13(xfi + cq,') + h]] - 'Iff. 
Dj 2 

(7) 

The agreement payoff for the low-cost supplier is: 

" = Tn + T, 
u, 

and the disagreement pair of payoffs is: 

1 
dfl = { 2q~b(q/ .  + cq,') - h]; T ~ ,  ) . 

The first-stage surplus in the low-cost industry is: 

1 S,(X,,$ = - 2 s ,T [p(x  II + cq,,') + h ]  

The first-stage surplus for the high-cost industry is: 

The simultaneous maximization of the first-stage s~irpluses (10) and (1 1) yields the 

3 The second-stage wansfer is T,(q,*,qda) = S,,(ili*,q,*)/2 + h(q;* - x,J. Gsin,o the 
expression for S, in (5) and substituting into the expression for D,'s profits gives (,7). 
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equilibrium quantities x,* and xdd*. In the low-cost countiy the timing of the game and the 

cost difference ensure that the buyer, D,, acquires an amount of the input greater than its find 

sales; that is, x:, > q:, so xrd < 0. In the second-stage D, sells the amount qy - x:, = -xTd to 

U,. This trade, represented in Figure 1, may be a paper transaction (as with future markets), 

rather than a physical one. The paper transactions are as follows: U, sells x,, to D, and x, to 

D,; Ud sells x, to Dd and buys -x, from D,. The physical transactions are as follows: U, sells 

x, + x, = q, to D,; Ud sells xdd + x, to D,, and U, sells x,, - x, to D,. The difference between 

the physical and paper transactions provides a way of transferring production from the low- 

cost to the high-cost producer. By assumption, the two suppliers are unable to bargain with 

each other. The downstream fm in the low cost country buys more than it intends to use, 

and the high cost upstream firm promises to deliver more than i t  intends to produce. In 

equilibrium there is no need for these excess quantities actually to be delivered, since there 

are offsetting trades. Nevertheless, the first stage contracts dre important, since they determine 

the second Stage outcome. 

The foreign downstream firm's behavior can be explained as a form of price 

discrimination. This firm transforms L units of the intermediate good and sells thern in the 

final-goods market where it faces a downward-sloping residual demand curve-The rest of the 

input is sold into a market where the "demand" is perfectly elastic, being represented by the 

supplier's marginal costs. (U, has committed itself to supplyiilg a fixed amount to D,.) Taking 

as given qd*, at the Cournot equilibiium an increase in q, decreases the nrarginal I-cvenue for 

D ,  while the marginal benefit from selling to the high-cost supplier is positive (,because of the 

difference between marginal costs). 
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We summarize the characteristics of equilibrium in  the two-stage bargaining in the 

following proposition. (See the Appendix for proofs.) 

Proposition I: Suppose that downstream firms are able to bwgain for supply of inputs twice, 

f i t  with their national supplier and then with the foreign supplier; the upstream firms have 

different marginal costs. (i) The equilibrium output shares of the downstream firms are 

reversed, relative to the one-shot game, but aggregate output is unchanged. (ii) The 

downstream firm in the low-cost country sells some of the input produced by the low-cost 

supplier to the high-cost upstream firm.* 

Total final sales are the same under the two-stage and one-shot bargaining, so the 

second stage improves efficiency if and only if it transfers production from the high cost to 

the low cost supplier. This always occurs if demand is given by the iinear funct~on: 

p(q, + cq:) = u - q# - ccjr 1 (12) 

With linear demand the equilibrium quantities are: 

u q,' r G = - 7. 
ch 

2 + c  4 - c 2  

Hereafter, we assume that a > 5h; this inequality insilres that U ,  produces a positive amount, 

for all values of c. 
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In the one-shot game the low-cost supplier L'; produces G units, and in the two-stage 

game it produces qi* + Ix,* 1 + x&* = L + 2h > G: Total production by the most efficient 

supplier is larger when interindustry trade (and resale) is allo\ved. Since total sales and 

consumer welfare have not changed, but production has become more efficient, it is clear that 

aggregate industry profits and social welfare are increased by the second stage of bargaining. 

We summarize this in 

Proposition 2: If demand is linear, aggregate industry profit is increased and consumer 

welfare unchanged by the second stage of bargaining.. 

4. Prohibition against resale 

Resale of the intermediate good reallocates prodi~ction between suppliers. The 

supplier U, is unable to sell these "extra" units directly to D, in the second stage because U,, 

has committed itself to sell a certain amount in the f i s t  stage. The low-cost suppiier, U,, 

might increase its profits by forbidding resale of the inteimediate good. Tnis prohibition 

decreases U,'s willingness to supply in the first stage; this increases D,'s demand in the 

second stage, and enables U, to capture surplus which othel-wise would have accrued to U, 

and D, If resale is not allowed, the second-stage bargaining involves only the domestic 

downstream firm D, and the foreign supplier U, (because the non-negativity constraint on x, 

is binding). In the first stage firms bargain with local partners: D, bargains with U: and 

transforms all its input into the final good. The impossibility of reselling the input to U, leads 

D, to increase its share in the final market. Bargaining witii the low-cost suppiier in the first 

stage confers a first-mover advantage which aiiowi D, to achieve the Stackelberg-!eades 
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output level for the game in which both duopolists have the low cost technology. The 

structure of the game is illustrated in Fig. 2. We have 

Proposition 3: If resale from the downstream to the upstream level is not allowed, then (i) D, 

and D, sell, respectively, the output levels of the Stackelberg leader and follower for the game 

in which both f i s  have the low cost technology; (ii) Provided that demand is not "very 

convex", aggregate final sales are higher if resale is prohibited.. 

If goods are suff'iciently close substitutes, consumer welfare increases with aggregate 

output (is., it is not necessary to consider the distribution of output). Therefore, for c close 

to 1, consumer welfare is higher when resale is prohibited. This suggests that if both 

industries and the final market were located in the same country, anti-trust authorities may 

want to prohibit resale. 

In order to determine whether U, would want to forbid the resale of the input, 

independent of legal constraints, we use the linear de111and function (12). By calculating the 

equilibrium we can show that x,, the trade between U, and D,, equals h whether or not resale 

is permitted; however, the transfer between tlie firrns differs in tlie two cases. When resale is 

prohibited, U,'s effective costs are higher, causing it to supply less to D,, which increases 

D,'s willingness to pay in the second stage. Profits for U, under resale [n,::) and under non- 

resale @'I,:') are: 



A simple calculation shows that cP,(a,c,h) = rI,:R - rII1,P (the benefit to U, of 

prohibiting resale) is a decreasing function of h for all values of c. Consequently, if U, ever 

wants to allow resale, it would only be for large values of h. The explanation for this result 

is that resale leads to a more efficient allocation of production, and U, captures some of this 

surplus. This efficiency gain is greater, the greater is U,'s cost advantage, is . ,  the greater is 

h. The result means that in order to determine whether U, would ever permit resale, we need 

only evaluate @,(.) at h = 45. (Recall that we require h 5 d 5  to insure that x,, 2 0'). By 

plotting @"(a,c,a/5) against c, we can show that U, always wants to prohibit resale. On the 

other hand, the foreign downstream firm may not agree to such pl.ohibition. Its profits under 

the two configurations are: 

Let rDD(a,c,h) = rI,? - IID,"R. A straiglitforw;ird cnlculatiori shows thut the heilefit from 

allowing resale is a decreasing function of !I. .4lt!roiigIi Di benefits from the resale of the 

input, and the surplus arising from this trade is incseasiilg in  11. a large ciifference between 

suppliers' costs makes prohibition of resale more attr~~ctive to D,. As 11 increases. the cli:~nge 
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from the Stackelberg equilibrium in the downstream market (where D, is the leader) to the 

Nash-Cournot equilibrium (where D, produces the lower output) harms the downstream firm. 

This loss is accompanied by a worsening of the firm's bargaining position vis ii vis U,. We 

compare D,'s profits for the two extreme cases, where goods are perfect substitutes so that 

competition in the final market is strong (c = 1) and where there is no competition (c = 0). 

When competition is strong, the benefit from being a Stackelberg leader in the downstream 

market is substantial, and D, prefers resale not to be allowed provided that h 7 d6. Thus, at 

least when c = 1, the foreign firms' would agree up011 the prohibition against resale when the 

supplier enjoys 3 large cost advantage. If c = 0, cD,(a,O,h) > O for all values of h. When 

markets are separated, the benefit from being a Stackelberg leader is reduced, and the gain 

from interindustry trade becomes more relevant. 

Since for some parameter values there is a conflict of interest amongst the foreign 

firms, it is difficult to tell which industry configui.ation arises in equilibrium. The outcome 

may depend on lobbying, or on a governmciit ~ecisron led by antitrust motives. Because of 

this ambiguity, the following discussion on integration and trade will consider both 

configurations. 

5. Issues of vertical integration 

This section discusses the effect of vertical integration by the low-cost industry, and 

gives conditions under which this is an equilibriurll outcome. We denote by F an integnted 

low-cost (foreign) firm. The game is now played a s  folloivs: 11% the first stage F cliooses total 

production of the input x,, and domestic firms bargain over [lie siippliers' production level u, 

and the transfer T,. In the second stage, the integrated firm and the ciornestic downstreain firm 
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bargain over the quantity of the input x, and the transfer T,,. The pattern of trade is 

represented in Fig. 3. 

The integrated structure (unlike the non-integrated upLtreain firm) internalizes the 

rivalry in the final market when bargaining with the downstream firm in the second-stage. 

Vertical foreclosure arises when the second-stage surplus to be split between the integrated 

industry and the downstream fm equals zero. This occurs if the goods are perfect 

substitutes, i.e., where downstream competition is strong. The second-stage surplus between 

F and D, is simpIy the change in aggregate revenue caused by reallocating x, units from F to 

D,, or: 

When goods are perfect subs~itutes, S, in (16) is 0 for all values oC 0 2 x, 5 x ,  and the 

following is obvious. 

Propositiorl 4: When c = 1, there is a continuum of bargaining equilibria, with 0 5 I$, I x,, 

and T;, = x,p(x,, s xJ.- 

When goods are perfect substitutes, F is willing to supply inpiits to D;,, but i t  charges the 

entire revenue that D, obtains: essentially, it forecloses siipply. The seconct stage i s  now 

vacuous. It is aiso clear from the stl.uctui-e of this game (~vitll c = 1) iliat in equilibrium x; = 
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G and x? = L? 

We are left with the question of whether vertical integration in the more efficient 

industry is an equilibrium outcome. This requires a comparison of industry profits under the 

different industry configurations. In order to compute profits, we use the linear demand 

function (12). Profits of the low-cost vertically integrated industry are: 

nF' = q;(a - qFS - cqd*) + T&* 

where: 

The equilibrium inter-industry trade, x$,, is independent of c. (It equals half the level traded 

when the foreign industry is not integrated.) We observed in Proposition 4 that for c = 1, 

there is a continuum of Nash bargaining equilibria. so (18) is consistent with the proposition. 

We also note from equation (18) that final sales are the same in both m;u-kets. This property 

requires only that the markets are symmetric and tiiat tile ii~arginal seveiiue curve slopes 

When goods are perfect substitutes, the assumption of efficient bargaining implies that 
integration by the low-cost industry does not induce integration of the rival one, unlike in the 
case where upstream firms set prices. 
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down. (If F and D, can bargain in the last stage. surplus is maximized by selling the same 

amount in each market.) We now consider the incentives for integation, and the welfare 

effects, for the two cases where resale is or is not allowed. 

5.a: Resale allowed. Using equations (13) and (18). we see that aggregate final sales 

are the same with and without integration. The utility of consuming (and the revenue from 

selling) a given aggregate quantity is maximized when that quantity is split evenly between 

the two markets. This occurs under integration, but not (for c > 0)  when the firms are non- 

integrated. Therefore, for 0 c: c c 1, consumer welfare and sales revenue are higher under 

integration; for c = 0 or c = 1, consumer welfare and revenue are the same under both market 

structures. However, industry costs are strictly higher under integration, even for c = 0 or c = 

1. In the absence of vertical integration, and with resale, we saw that for linear demand U, 

produces L + 2h, which is greater than the quantity x$ given by (18). Integration causes the 

low-cost firm to produce a smaller share of a fixed quantity, resulting in higher aggregate 

costs. Since the gain in consumer welfare and revenue is negligible for c = 0 or c = 1, 

integration leads to a decline in social welfare, and a loss in industry profits whether the 

goods are very weak or very close substitutes. For 0 < c < 1 integration benefits consumers, 

because it leads to a more equal distribution of quantities across the two markets, but it has 

an ambiguous effect on industry profits and social welfare. 

We assume that integration occurs if and only if profits of I; are greater than those of 

the non-integrated industry. Profits of the low-cost industry ~vlien firrrrs are independent and 

resale is allowed are: 



Using equations (17) - (19) we conclude that n,* > n,: + n,: if and only if: 

Integration occurs if and only if is sufficiently small; ap/ac can be positive or negative. If 

c = 1, the inequality in (20) is always satisfied, given our assumption that a > 5h. If 

competition in the downstream market is sufficiently fierce, integration occurs. Thus, we see 

that integration definitely occurs in one circumstance where it res~~l ts  in a loss in social 

welfare. As c approaches 0, integration never occurs. 

We obtain another perspective by considering the incentives to integrate as a function 

of h. It is easy to establish that P(0, c) < a, so that integration occurs when the cost 

advantarre is small. When the cost advantage is large, we have P(a15, c) 2 a for c E (O,c*l, 

and P(d5, C) < a for c E (@,I), where c* is the degree of substitutability at which (given h) 

firms are indifferent between integration and non-integration [i.e. c* is detitted by the equality 

P(d5, c*) = a]. These inequalities imply that when the cost advantage is large the outcome 

depends on the degree of competition in the downstream tttarkct. 

Inter-industry trade generates a surplus due to the reallocation of production 

Integration by the low-cost industry reduces this siirpius. However. integration confers a 

benefit on U, and D ,  since i t  allows them to ititernalize the effefccr, on ilte final nrurker, of 

second-stage sales. U, and D, capture 211 of the benefit h.oni rltis internltiization, wilereas they 

capture only part of the increased surpius resulting from inore efficient allocation of 

- 
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production. When c = 0, there is no competition in the final goods market, and therefore no 

benefit of integration. When the cost advantage is small and c > 0, the surplus due to inter- 

industry trade is small: the benefits from internalization overwhelm the loss of U, and D,'s 

share of the efficiency gain. When the cost advantage is large, the outcome depends on the 

degree of competition in the final market. If competition is strong, films are better off by 

integrating because of the benefit from the internalization of the effect of final sales. When 

competition is weak, this benefit is relatively small, and firms prefer not to integrate because 

of the large surplus due to interindustry trade. 

In Section 2, where we considered identical costs, we saw that there was no incentive 

for vertical integration. From the linear example we see that even the introduction of a 

moderate cost difference provides such an incentive, as long as final goods are substitutes. 

However, firms do not vertically integrate if the cost difference is large and downstream 

competition is weak. 

5.b: Resale not allowed. ii resale is prohibited under non-integration, then integration 

results in a change from the Stackelberg outcome associated with two low-cost firms, to the 

Coumot outcome associated with one low-cost and one high-cost finn. This change leads to 

lower aggregate final sales and lower consurner welfare. Without resale, aggregate profits of 

the non-integrated low cost industq are 

We can compare this quantity to ll: to deternline wiictiier iiitegratioii woiiid occur. Let the 

benefit to the industry of integrating be A(a,c.h) = n,.* - (n,::" lIn!j:R). if c = I, the change 

- 
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from the Stackelberg to the Nash-Cournot equilibrium caused by integration tends to h a m  the 

foreign indusrry. However, integration provides U, with a credible commitment to reduce its 

supply to D,, thus shifting the latter's costs to h. When !I is large, the advantage of this 

credible commitment is larger than the loss caused by the move from the Stackelberg to the 

Nash equilibrium, so integration is profitable. For h close to its maximum value, A(a,c,a/5) < 

0 if and only if c is close to zero. For large h, integration occurs only if competition is strong, 

because then the benefit of internalization of the downstream rivalry is great. When h is close 

to zero, A(a,c,O) < 0 for all values of c. Integration does not occur because of the loss due to 

the change from the Stackelberg to the Nash-Cournot equilibrium. For c close to 0, 

integration reduces joint profits in the foreign indust~y, whether or not resale is permitted. 

When markets are separated, as with c = 0, there is no rivalry in the final market, and thus no 

scope for internalizing the effect of intermediate sales 011 profits from final sales. 

Results are summarized in Table 1, which gives sufficient conditions to determine 

whether integratiou occurs for the hvo assumptions about resale. For exait~ple, the entry in 

row I and column I gives sufficient conditions for the foreign industry not to integrate given 

that resale is allowed. We see that if resale is prohibited and there is a small cost advantage, 

integration does not occur. However, if resale is allowed, integration occurs. In this case, the 

prohibition against resale discourages integration. 



Table 1 
Sufficient Conditions to Detein~ine Equilibrium 

with Linear Deinand 

Enmes give sufficient condition for market stIucture in 
column heading to emerge in equilibrium, under t lz  maintained 
assumption that market structure is as shown in row heading. 

I. resale 
allowed 

11. resale 
prohibited 

6. Trade policies in the presence of vertical integration 

In this section we study tariff policies in  the high-cost country (where the final market 

is located), under the assumption that the foreign industry is vertically integrated. In common 

with most of this literature, we assume that the government moves first in  setting a tariff on 

the final output. W-e begin with the simple case of c = 1, \vIiese we know (by Proposition 4) 

that vertical foreclosure occurs. Then we consider the more general case. 

6.a: Perfect subsrittire goo& cirrd r.erricuifii.ecio.siirc~. Uur results here can be 

compared to Spencer and Jones'. In their price-setting model. :in increase in  the high-cost 

firm's production of the input at the foreclosore price incre;ises tile !ow-cost fii-in's incentive 

I. non- 
integration 

c = 0; 
or c < c* and h 
large 

c = 0; 
o r c > O  
and h smnll; 
or c < c' 
and h large 

11. 
integration 

c = 1; 
or c > 0 
and h small; 
or c > c" 
and h large 

c > c' 
and h large 
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for vertical fofeclosure. This is because the increase ill do~nestic supply reduces D,'s 

willingness to pay for imports, thus reducing F's profit margin from the exports of the final 

good, relative to the profit margin due to the exports of the input. Therefore, a large final- 

goods tariff is required in order to induce vertical supply. 

The effect of a final-goods tariff is very different with bargaining. We summarize the 

characteristics of a tariff-ridden equilibrium in 

Proposition 5: (i) When goods are perfect substitutes, an arbitrarily small specific tariff, t, on 

F's exports of the final-good induces vertical supply, and eliminates F from the final market. 

(ii) The equilibrium production of inputs by F and U, are equal to Nash-Cournot equilibrium 

outputs of duopolists with costs tf2 and h.0 

The proof of 5.ii is in the Appendix. However, 5.i is straightforward. From equation 

(16) we know that the surplus from second stage bargaining is identically 0 without a tariff. 

With a specific tariff t, each unit that is exported as an input rather than a final good reduces 

costs by t. There is no change in aggregate industry revenue, since the input is convened to a 

final good by D,. Hence, the surplus generated by interindustry trade of x,,; is tx,,. This is 

maximized by setting x, = x ,  the upper bound, so F exits the final-goods market. Even a 

small tariff bas a iarge effect on the market siiares for the final good. 

Proposition 5.ii has three implications. First, because the siirpl~is is slialrtl equally, 

firm F behaves as if its unit costs have increased by only half of die tariff: bargaining reduces 

the impact of the tariff. Second, whetlier or riot the idriff is present, rile eqiiilibrium output 

equals the Nash-Cournot equilibrium to soine pine.  Tlie tariff ~ilcrely shifts the equilibriuiri 
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by increasing one firm's costs. If the tariff is small, it has a negligible effect on industry 

profits and consumer welfare. Thus, contrary to first appearances, a small tariff has little 

effect on g elf are.^ Third, the tariff increases U,'s (the high cost domestic upstream fii) 

market share, even though the tariff carcses impor.ts of the itlput to charzge from 0 to xF. It 

might seem that, because U, sells intermediate goods, it would object to a final-goods tariff 

which increases imports of intermediate-goods. However, by improving the power of its 

downstream partner @J, the tariff allows U, to capture more market share. This third 

implication is due to the assumption that final-goods are perfect substitutes, as we show 

below. 

6.b: Impetfect slrbstitt~te goods ut~d verticul slipply. We use linear demand to study 

the case where c # 1. The equilibrium quantities are6 

a xF. = - + 
h(c + 1 )  - t 

2 + c 2(2 + c) 4(2 + c) 

a x,' = - - h(c + 3) - r 
2 + c  2 ( 2 - c j  4 ( 2 + c )  

h x@. = - - r 
2 4 ( 1  - c )  

5 A large tariff would, of course, generate non-negligible changes, for the usual reasons. 
Note that a subsidy on domestic production of the input, i n  the absence of a final-goocis tariff, 
does not induce vertical supply. However, a subsidy to foreign expons of the intermediate 
good would have the same effect as the specific tariff on final imparts. 

In performing the calculations leading to 12.2) we assume that c # 1 and we ignore non- 
negativity constraints on quantities. The formulae in (22j are only valid if the parameters a,h, 
and t are consistent with the non-negativity constrclints. 
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From (22) we see that an increase in the paiff leads D, to increase its purchases from 

the integrated firm F and decrease its purchases from the domestic supplier, U,,. When final 

goods are imperfect substitutes, the tariff decreases the domestic supplier's market share. We 

noted above that the tariff increases U,'s market share when the goods are perfect substitutes. 

It is somewhat ironic that the final-goods tariff increases the domestic upstream firm's market 

share in the situation where the tariff induces a large increase in imports of the input; and the 

supplier's market share is reduced by the tariff in situations where it induces a smaller 

increase in imports of the input. The reason for this apparent anomaly is that the tariff 

increases D,'s demand for the input to a much greater degree when tile final goods are close 

substitutes. 

Using (22), we calculate final sales as 

From (23) we see that an increase in the tariff: increases q:, decreases qz, and decreases 

aggregate final sales. When goods are not perfect substitutes. a sina11 rariff does not eliminate 

F from the final market. The smallest prohibitive tariff tP, wliich results in q$ = 0, is tP = 

2(1-c)(2a-h)/3. A smaller degree of s~~bstitutability increases I? LWith less cornpetition in the 

h a 1  goods market (smaller c), a larger tariff is needed in order to exclude imports of final 

goods. An increase in h increases F's incentive to produce, b ~ ~ t  its incentive to export the 

input is increased by an even greater extent. Tilerefore, a larger value of !I reduces the level 
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of the smallest prohibitive tariff. 

For tariffs slightly larger than tP, the non-negativity constraint on q, is binding and the 

formulae in equations (22) and (23) are not vdid. Horvever, for such tariffs, finn F still has a 

credible option to export the final good if it fails ro reach an agreement with D, in the second 

stage. If, however, the tariff were so large that F would never want to sell in the final 

market, the second stage bargaining game makes sense only if we assume that F is able to 

delay production until it bargains with D,. Under that assumption, we can show that D, sells 

in the final market the quantity a/2, the monopoly level associated with zero costs. D, buys 

(a-2h)/2 from Ud and h from F. D, uses the high cost domestic supplier to increase the 

amount of rent it is able to extract from the low cost supplier. If we change the timing of the 

game, so that D, bargains simultaneously with U, and F, then in equilibrium D, buys a/2 from 

F, and nothing from U,. Clearly U, is better off under sequential bargaining (provided that it 

bargains in the first stage). D, is also better off under sequential bargaining, since it would 

'be able to achieve the simultaneous bargaining ourcoine simply by refusing to buy from U, in 

the first stage. Industry revenues are the same under the two outcomes, but costs are higher 

under sequential bargaining: Since U,, and D, are both better off under sequential bargaining, 

the low cost firm F is necessarily worse off. 

7. Trade policies when fims are indepeiiikilt 

If U, and D, are not integrated, U, does 11or restrict expoits of rile interinediate good in  

order to promote final exports. Regardless of the degree or' iubsiitiliability between goniis, the 

tariff increases costs for D ,  reduces its supply iii rlie firla1 inarkcr. and i~icrcases D,'s tinai 

sales. When resale of the intermediate good is allowed, ilie dowiisn.eam lirm D, sells both i n  
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the final market and to the high-cost supplier, as long as the tariff is not set at the prohibitive 

level. The effect of a tariff is described in the following proposition. (Recall that we have 

normalized firm U,'s production costs to 0, and U,'s costs are h.) 

Proposition 6: When the foreign industry is not integrated, a specific tariff t on imports of the 

final good: (i) Leads to the Nash-Coumot output level wit11 costs h+t (for the foreign 

indushy) and 0 (for the domestic industry), when resale is permitted. (ii) Leads to the output 

level of the Stackelberg leader with costs t for the foreign indusay, and the output level of 

the Stackelberg follower with 0 costs for the domestic industry, when resale is prohibited. 

(iii) With or without resale, the tariff reduces final sales of D, and increases final sales of D,. 

When demand is not "very convex", the tariff decreases aggregate final sales. (iv) With resale, 

D, continues to sell a positive quantity of the intermediate good to U,.. 

Proposition 6 describes the tariff's effect on final-goods sales by the foreign and 

domestic firms. With linear demand, we can show that the tariff decwases Z,'s aggregate 

production, and increases that of U,. This holds whether or riot there is resale'. Both with 

and without resale, the equilibrium second stage trade is independent of the tariff (under 

linear demand). In both cases we have x,,(t) = 11: when resale is permitted we also obtain 

Ix,(t)l = h. The tariff does not alter the cost advantage, which is wiiat drives second-stage 

trade, and it therefore does not alter the level of exchange. 

7 U,'s production is L(h+t) + 211 under resale. With i~on-I-esale. i t  is ii i the output of the 
Stackelberg leader with costs t. U,'s production is G(t+h) - 211 under resale; with non-resale, 
it is -h + the output level of the Stackelberg t'ollower with zero costs. 
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We see that the effect of the final-goods rariff on G,'s market share depends critically 

on whether the foreign industry is integrated. In Section 6 &e showed that when firms are 

integrated (and demand is linear and c < 1) a non-prohibitive tariff always reduces U,'s 

market share [equation (22)l. With non-integrated foreign firms, the opposite occurs (footnote 

7). The reason is simply that when the foreign firms are integrated, D, tends to reduce its 

demand for the input. 

We also note from Proposition 6(ii) that the tariff decreases aggregate final supply, 

which tends to reduce consumers welfare. This, and the analysis above, suggests that when 

the foreign industry is not integrated, a final-good tariff has the usiial effect of shifting rents 

from foreign to domestic downstream firms, at a coit to consumers, and poss~bly to domestic 

upstream f i s .  

8. Trade Policy and the Incentive to Integrate 

Finally, we investigate the effect of the tariff on incentives for foreign integration 

under linear demand and perfect substitute goods. We first consider the case where resale is 

permitted. Facing a tariff, the equilibrium profits of a ilon-integrated foreign industry are 

If firms are integrated, their profits are: 



Using (24) and (2% we have n,*(t) > I'I,P(t) + TI, ,R(t) if and only if 

The tariff weakens the incentives to integrate, as we see from the relation apRDt = 

6t(3h + t)/(3h + 2t)' > 0. In the absence of the tariff, the primary incentive to integrate is that 

it allows U, to internalize the effect of its sales to D,. We showed above that (for c = 1) a 

tariff eliminates the integrated industry from the final market, increasing the effective cost of 

the foreign supplier by tl2. The sales of the input become less valuable to F as t increases, 

since F's bargaining power decreases. On the other hand, under non-integration, a tariff 

reduces D,'s demand of the input, but it does not affect interindustry trade. As t increases, this 

trade becomes more valuable, thus reducing the low-cost supplier's incentives to in te~ra te .~  

When resale is prohibited, a tariff has the opposite effect on the incentive ro integrate. 

Without resale, industry profit is: 

and n,*(t) > II,;"R(t) + n ,p ( t )  if and only if 

Since ap/ah > 0, a large cost difference weakens the iiicriiitives to integrate. As we 
discussed in Section 5 ,  for c = 1, iirtder free trade the bcncfit froin the iilteunaiization of the 
final rivalry always overwhelms the loss diie to diminished iitteriiidi~stry trade - whatever is 
the cost difference - so integration occurs for ail values of 11. With a tariff, the difference in 
suppliers' costs may alter the decision to integrate, evcn if c = I .  



Since apwR/at > 0, an increase in the tariff reinforces the incentives to integrate. The 

tariff reduces the benefit of having the foreign downstream firm become a Stackelberg leader 

by reducing D;s final sales and the demand for the input faced by the low-cost supplier9. 

Thus, the effects of a tariff on the incentives for foreign integration critically depend on 

whether resale is allowed. 

These results imply that a small change in the tariff can affect the industry structure, 

and thus lead to large changes in output and market shares. For example, suppose that the 

foreign industry is not integrated and resale is allowed, and the tariff is just below the critical 

value at which foreign firms are indifferent about integration. In that case, an increase in the 

tariff induces integration. If, on the other hand, the foreign industry is not integrated but 

resale is not permitted, a small decrease in a tariff might make vertical integration profitable. 

9. Concluding remarks 

In vertically-related international nrarkets, a more efficient integrated industry has an 

incentive to restrict its supply of the input. This rnay iiidiice the government of the less 

efficient country to tax imports of the final good in order to stitnulate vertical supply. We 

have investigated this scenario in a ctuopoly, wiiere upstream ailti downsu-earn firms bargain 

sequentiafiy over the exchange of the intesmcdiate gooii. The effects of a tariff otr final 

Since apNK/3h z 0 ,  an increase in the cost difference eilciliirages iiiiegratioil. Under 
integration and c = 1, an increase in h represents an iiicrease iri the costs of the integrated 
industry's rival in the Cournot-Nash equilibriutn. 
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imports depend on the industry configuration in the foreign country and, in the presence of 

vertical integration, on whether the integrated structure veitically forecloses or supplies the 

intermediate good. 

Perfect substitutability between final goods is a sufficient condition for vertical 

foreclosure to occur. By foreclosing the supply of the input, the integrated structure increases 

the downstream rival's costs, improving its position in the final market. The introduction of 

an arbitrarily small tariff on imports of the final good eliminates the integrated structure from 

the final market and induces vertical supply. In this coiltext, bargaining enables the integrated 

industry to pass part of the cost of the tariff to the downstream rival. 'Ihe tariff has a large 

impact on trade flows, replacing final good impotts with intermediate good imports. However, 

it merely raises one f i ' s  costs, so a small tariff has small efficiency effects. When the 

foreign industry does not foreclose the supply of tlie intermediate good, a tariff stimulates 

interindustry trade, but a non-negligible tariff is needed to eliminate the integrated structure 

from the final market. The effects of a tariff on the high-cost supplier's rnarket share differ in 

these two situations. In general, the share effects depend on the industry configuration 

prevailing in the foreign country and, tinder vertical integr~tion, on the domestic downstream 

firm's demand of the input. 

When the foreign industry is not integrated, n tariff acts as a simple rent-extracting 

device, by increasing the costs of the foreign downstrean-, iii-in. fi~voring ciomestic activities, 

and worsening consumers' welfare. Its effects oil tile incentives to integrate depend on the 

availability of the resale option under non-iiitegration. W ~ e n  resair is allowed, firms integrate 

whenever tlie benefit from the intemulizatioii of fiiiai i~i:ii-ket I-ivolry aver-whelms the loss of 
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the surplus due to reallocation of production. The introduction of a miff weakens the 

incentives to integrate, since the tariff raises the iiitegrdted striicture's costs, and (at least in 

the linear example) it does not affect interindustry trade. When resale is prohibited, 

integration causes a change from the Stackelberg to the Cournot-Nash equilibrium. This loss 

is accompanied by an increase in the costs faced by the rival downstream firm, making 

integration more profitable the larger is the difference in suppliers' costs. In this context, a 

tariff reinforces the incentives to integrate, because it reduces the primary benefit from being 

non-integrated, i.e. the downstream Stackelberg leadership. 

When goods are perfect substitutes and the foreign supplier bas a large cost advantage, 

both the foreign upstream and downstream firms would agree to resale prohibition. Under 

resale prohibition, the foreign firms would integrate, and foreclose the supply of the 

intermediate good. A small tariff would eliminate the integrated structure from the final 

market, but it might also prevent integration from occuruing. 
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Appendix: Proofs 

Proof of Proposifion 1: (i) The justification for thi? was given in  the paragraph below 

equation (6) in the text. (ii) This follows from comparing the first order conditions to (5) and 

(10). The comparison uses the fact that firm D,'s marginal revenue is decreasing in its own 

output (the second order condition), and the assumption 11 > 0. 

Proof of Proportion 3: (i) If resale is forbidden, we must impose the constraint x, 2 0 and x, 

2 0. From Proposition 1 we know that the first constraint is binding, so x, = 0. The bargain 

between D, and U, in the second stage generates the surplus defined in equation (6). 

Maximization of (6) with respect to q, implies tlie best-response function q,(qJ; q, is 

determined in the first stage when D, and U, bargain (since x, = 0). Profits for D, are 

n ,  = 4,P[qf ' "4.1(4,)1 - Tfi (A l l  

while profits for U, are given by equation (8). Tllc disagreement point is drr = {n,;;n,;]: 

and the first-stage surplus is: 

S, = q, i-'lqf + ~il,~((i,)l (A31 

Maximization of S, in equation (h.3) with respect to (1, detern~iiics the first-stage 

equilibrium quantity, which is then transforiiied into final outpt~t and sciii in tlie tiilal market. 

The output levels are the same as in a gallie where 3 ver-tic;illy-iiiiegr:iteii firm tvith zero costs 

acts as a Stackelberg leader and faces an identical follower. 
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(ii) We assume that the demand is not "very co1lve.i". i e. that it wirfies: 

where p, = p(q, + cq,), i j  = f,d, and i # j. Under this assumption, -1 < dqJdq, < 0'': An 

increase in one firm's final sales leads to a smaller decrease in the other firm's sales, so that 

aggregate sales increase. Consider the symmetric Coumot equilibrium associated with zero 

costs. A shift from the Cournot to the Stackelberg equiliblium implies an increase in q,, a 

smaller reduction in q,, and an increase in aggregate output. The oiltcolne with resale equals 

the asymmetric Cournot equilibrium with costs zero and h. Clearly aggregate output in that 

game is lower than in the syrnmetsic Nash game, since oile firm's costs have increased. 

Proof of Proposition 5ii: From part (i) (in the text) we know that x,; = xF and the second 

stage surplus is tx,. As a result of the bargain D,'s revenues increase hy x,,p(x, + x,), so the 

transfer is T, = x,[p(x, + x,) - ~121. This uses tire fact that the Nasli cooperative solution 

splits the surplus. In the first stage, F takes x, as given and chooses x,: to maximize T,. F 

behaves as a "Cournot duopolist" with costs t/2. If we write the bargaining problem for U, 

and D, we see that they take x, as given and clloose x, to maximize the surplus x,,[p(x, i x,) 

- h]. 

lo This condition is always satisfied wiicil goods are prifect s~ibstitutes and reaction 
functions are assumed to be downward sloping. The "weak stability coiidition" (Dixit 1986) is 
met in our model since marginal costs are constant. 
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Proof of Proposition 6: (i) The surplus to be split bet~reen U, ~ n d  D, is: 

Each unit of final exports incurs the cost of the tariff and the opportunity cost of production 

in U,. 

The second-stage surplus arising from the bargaining between D, and U, is given by 

equation (6) (quantities are understood to be functions of t). The second-srage maximand for 

firm D, is equivalent to that of a vertically-integrated firm with costs (h + t), while D,'s 

maximand is equivalent to that of a film with zero costs. Thus, qi*(t) = L(h + t), and q,*(t) = 

G(h i- t); L(h t. t) i L(h) and G( h + t) > G(h). 

(ii) When resale is prohibited, the second-srage surplus arising through the bargain 

between firms D, and Uf is given by equation (6). Maximization of S,, with respect to q, 

determines the second-stage output q,(qJ. In the first stage, the bargaining between U, and Df 

leads to the surplus: 

S&f) = q&f){ lm,<f) + 4.,(q,O))l - (A61 

Maximization of S, with respect to q, yields the Stackelberg leader's output level associated 

with costs t, while the follower's costs are zero. 

(iii) When condition (Ad) is met, - 1 < dq,,icici, < 0: .A decrease in qi due to the 

introduction of the tariff leads to a srnalier illcrease in q,, catising 3ggreg:ite sales to fail. 

(iv) This exactly parallels the proof of Proposition l . i i ,  except t!i:ii r is iriclilded i n  S, 

and S,. 
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Fig. 2: Nonresale 



Fig. 3: Vertical Integration 



COMPUTATIONS 
to accompany 

Vertically Related Markets and Trade Policy in a Bargaining Framework 
by L. Karp and L. Sioli 

(I) Bargaining problem with asymmetric industries 

2nd stage (bargaining betweeti Dl and U,): 

D,'s profit: 

Setting q, = xff + x, and q, = x,, + x,,: 

nD, = ql~(q,. + cqJ - T, - Tjd 

U,'s profit: 

n, = T,, + T/, - h(.~, + qf - xi/). 

Disagreement point: dm = (n,p,n,;): 

Second-stage surplus S,: 

Second-stage surplus (S,J arising from the simuitlineous bxgaining between U, and D,: 

Using linear demand p(Q) = a - qi - cqi ( i j  = d,f, i ii j); 



Maximization of S, with respect to q, (taking q, as given) and maximization of S,, with respect 

to q, yield the reaction functions: 

a - cq, - h 
4,(46 = 

2 
a - c4, 

qd(4,) = 
2 

Second-stage equilibrium output: 

First stage (bargai~ing between U, aird D,): 

2nd-stage transfer: 

S - = fit - iI((/; - .r,$ = Tfi, - 2 
1 1 

q q  + q ,  + 111 - -sl]i(.r.. + 4 , )  - ill 
2 7 i I: '. 

Substituting 2nd-stage equilibrium output and transfer into (I),  D,'i first-stage profit is: 



U,'s profit: 

n ,  = T,  - T,, 

Disagreement point d, = (n,p,n,p}: 

... .. 
8 Fist-stage surplus S,: ... :s .. 
.. . ~ ... 1 
>- Sfl ( x ~ )  = - -u. [p(.rfl + cq,') + h 1 
.> 2 

By symmetry: 

Using the linear demand: 

Maximization of S, with respect to x, and of S,,, with respect to x,,,, yieici first-srage equilibrium 

output: 

and: 



(2) Prohibition against resale: linear demand 

2nd stage (bargaining between D, and Uf): 

" = ( x ~  + xd,)(a - X ,  - xdf - cq/) - Tdd - 
D d  

U,'s profit is given by (14). Disagreement point d,, = (II,,",n,p): 

ddf = { .rdd(a - .x':'! - cqQ - Tdd ; TT ) 

Second-stage surplus: 

S;,, = .Y.$@ - 2 y A i  - .Y<,, - cq/) 

~aximization of S, with respect to x,, yields: 

.r = - cqf - -y'fd 
.if 2 

Let (a - c@/2 = k. 

Substituting (25) into (24) delivers S,,* = x,: and T,,* = x,,'/2. 

First stage (bargaining betweet1 D, atrd Uaf): 

D,'s profit: 

Ud's profit is given by (3). 

Disagreement point d,, = /II,,",II,.,"): 



j 

2 
d,, = { k(a - X - cqi) - - ; 0 1 

2 

First-stage surplus: 

k 2 (k  - .r,!',j2 
S = - -  
"': 2 2 - j ~ r ~ ~ ~  (28) 

Maximization of S,, with respect to x,, yields: 

Equilibrium total output is given by the Stackelberg quantities produced by two firms with zero 

costs (firm f is the leader and firm d is the follower): 

Substituting Q* into (29): 

- n(4 - 2c - c ' j  - 4h(? - c 2 )  
X<," - --- -- 

3(2 - c ' )  

(3) U,'s profit under resale and nonresale 

Under Resale: S, is given by (16), and x,," = L + il. S,, = x,,~' = 11'. Substituting x i a  and the 

value of G into (16) delivers: 



Under NonResaie: using the linear demand function in equation (A3) in the paper: 

Comparison between nu: and 

If c = 1, - nu: = (5aZ - 8ah - 41191144 > 0 iif a > 211. 

"R - nut = (a2 - 2ah - h2)/16 > 0 iff a > ii(1 + 42). Since a 2 5h by assumption, ~f c = 0, nu, 
IItlTR > IIu: always. 

(4) D,"s profits under resale and nonresaie 

Under resale, T, is given by the first term in ccju;~tion f3?), 'Ti ,  = - h2/l,  qf = L, and q ,  = G. 

Thus: 



nD,R = 3a2(c - 2)' + 2ah(c - 2)(c2 - 2) - h'(ci - 4c2  + 12) 

4(c f ?)?(c - 2)2 
(39) 

Under nonresale (T, = 0): 

and @, = II,? - n,:x = 

aZ(c - 2)'(c4 + 4c2 - 8) + 8ah(c - 2)(c2 - 2)(c2 + 2) + 4h2(cZ - 2)(c4 - 4c2 + 12) 

16(c ' - 2)(c + 2)'(c - 2)? (41) 

with 

k > 0 iff 

and z > 1/5. Thus, since by assumption h 5 d5, &D,J3h < 0. 

When c = 1: 

I 6,~(u,l,Iz) = -(u2 - 8uj1 + 121, ') 
48 

cD(a,l,h) > 0 iff a > 6h: 17,; > TI,:' for 11 ..: a/6. 

When c = 0: 

i ( a )  = -(u ' - 21111 + 311 ') 
16 

cD(a.0.h) = (1/16)[(a - h)2 + 2hZ] > 0. 



(4) Vertical integration 

To obtain equation (16) in the paper: 

Integrated firm's profit: 

& = (x, - xfl)p[xF - x , , ~  + c(.xd + <$)I + T,i,. 

Firm D,'s profit: 

Disagreement point d, = (ll;,FI,,") : 

d, = { ~ , ~ p ( . r ~  c.rF) - Tdd ; xIi)(,rF + c.rCij 

S, = n, - ng + n, - n,", as given by (16) in the paper. 

Introducing the linear demand: 

2nd stage: 

Assume c it 1.  

Maximization of S, with respect to x,:,: yields the secoi~ci-stage ecjiiiiibriuin ijiiailtity: 



First stage: 

(a) Bargaining between D, and U,: 

Second-stage transfer: 

Substituting equations (53) and (54) into (50), fimx~ D,'s profit becomes: 

U,'s profit: 

Disagreement point d, = {nmo,n,~1: 
- 

1 1 
d = { x u  - ( I  + cj.xfj - -rp(a - -Y,j;O I 

4 2 

First-stage surplus: 

1 s,, = -(.Y,, + .sF)[2u - ( I  + C)(.Y,) + .Y,:)\ 
4 
I - -(xi: - .x,,)(o - x,: - .v,,) - I L ~ ~ !  
2 

Maximization of S, with respect to x,, yieltls: 



(b) Profit maximization by the integrated industry: 

Introducing (53) and (54) into (49): 

Maximization of II, with respect to x, yields: 

Substitution of (61) into (59) yields the first-stage equilibrium quantities: 

(5) Low-cost industry profits 

Non integration atld resale: 

nu,' + n,R = L(u - L - rC) - T,, -. T,, ..; 
T, = S,d2 - hx, = h2/2 - h2; 

T,, = S,42 = hZ/2. Thus: 



n " + n ,  =L(a - L  - & )  - 1;' 
u: 

Non integration and nonresale: 

+ ,vR v, = (/,[a - q,. - '41) - T, 

T,, = S,42 = h2/2. Thus: 

Integration: 

Integration and resale: 

iff 

When h = a/5: P(.) = ka/5. a > ka/5 iff 

i r hc3 - 3 1 c h  665c - i8 > 0 (70) 

with az/ac > 0. Since z is monotonic in c, and since z(c = 0) < 0 and ;:(c = I )  > 0, there exists 

a c* E (0.11 such that a I P(a/5,~) for c E (O.cej, :~i:d a > jj(d5,cI for c E- (ce.1 1. 

Integration and nonresale: 
NR + &SR) Let A(a,c,h) s n,* - (IT,, 



When h = 0: 

and integration doesn't occur. 

When h = aj.5: 

By plotting A(a,c) against c, A(a,c) > 0 for c > c' (integration occurs for high values of c), and 

A(a,c) < 0 for c I c'. 

(6) Vertical integration and tariff; c = 1 

Second stage {bargaining between F ar~d D,): 

Integrated industry's profit: 

Downstream firm's profit: 

Disagreement point d, = (II,,",II,."): 

Second-stage surplus: 



s $ ( r )  = f?"! ( t )  

Second-stage transfer: 

Set x6 = x,. 

First stage: 

(a) Bargaining between U, and D,: 

Downstream profit: 

Upstream profit: 

ndt, = r,(t) - ) ~ ~ ~ ( t )  

Disagreement point d, = (FI,%.n,;): 

where x," implies x, = 0. First-stage surplus: 

S,O) = s, t 11l.u,,(t) - .?,(t)l - /,I 

(bi Profit mavirnizutiorz by F: 

t ( 1  = i I . )  - . ) I  - -1 
1 
& 



From above, assuming linear demand, optimal oLitpitr level are give11 by the Cournot interaction 

of two firms with costs t/2 and h: 

The integrated T i ' s  C o m o t  profit is n, = x,*' 

(8) Foreign industry's profits under nonintegration and resale, tariff, and c = 1. Linear 

demand: 

2nd stage (bargaining between Df ur~d U,i: 

(variables are functions of t) 

D,'s profit: 

n,, = 9$3(4, + c4,S - !I - T - T if fd 

U,'s profit: 

n = T ,  + q,  - il(.ysl.,, + q, - ci 

Disagreement point: d, = (n,,p,II,;): 

Second-stage surplus S,: 

Sfd = qf [ p  iqi + cq,) - f + I I - . I .  , - (i - l i ) !  

Second-stage surplus (S,J arising fro111 r!ie sitiiuIt3neoits h:irgainiiig het\veeri U1 and D,: 



Using linear demand, final sales are: 

First stage (bargaining between U, and D,): 

2nd-stage transfer: 

Substituting 2nd-stage equilibrium output and u-ansfer into (841, Ds's first-stage profit is: 

1 n = -{ 4f'[ ~ ( 4 ;  + qd') - (f + 4 1  t .yy I~ ( .Y~ qS9') - I -i hl) - T,, . 
2 

191) 

U,'s profit: 

ncr = T,, ' T'$' 

Disagreement point d, = (II,;,n,;): 

First-stage surplus S,: 

Using the linear demand: 



Maximization of S, with respect to x, yields: 

and x,* = q;" - x,* = -h. 

In the less efficient country, both bargaining stages are the same as under free trade. Thus, x,,* 

= h. 

Profits of the foreign industry: 

II,* is given in the above section. Il," - (I&," + n,,*) = 

which is > O iff: 

(9) Foreign industry's profits under nonintegralion and nonresale, tariff, and c = 1. Linear 

demand: 

The second stage (bargaining between D, and U3 is the same as without a tariff. 

In the first stage, the bargaining between firms ii? :he foreign country leads to the nlaxirnization 

of 

S), = ();<I - 11, - L/ / - i )  ( 100) 

which yields: 



1 I'Iu,Nqt) + tn,"(t) = -ju + 4r2 - 4ar + 4h ') 
8 

Comparing n,* and the profit in (102): 

JJF' - @,,NR + nD'NR) = - u 2  - 4a(4h + St) - 4(7112 + 4hi + 71') (103) 
7 2  

which is > 0 iff 

k l  - - (104) 
2(4h + 5t)  - 6/- < < 2(4h + S f )  + 61111- + 2r- - 4hr = XZ 

with kl  < 5h < k2. 

(10) Vertical integration, tariff and c # 1 

Second stage: 

Using the linear demand, firm F's profit is: 

where variables are functions of t. 

Finn D,'s profit: 

.. r tD, = ( x ~  + .xJFj lo - (.r', - 1. ,!);) - - .A~,!~)] - T,f - T !!: 

Disagreement point d,, = ( nIM0,n,:. 1 : 



ddF = { x,(a - .x,: - C Y , ~  - Ti : i,(u - :<, - a, - r )  1 

Second-stage surplus: 

S, = .u,j2(1 - c)(.yF - .r>,: - .yd) r] 

Maximization of S, with respect to x, yields the second-stage equilibrium quantity: 

First stage: 

(a) Bargaining between U, and D,: 

Second-stage transfer: 

Substitution of (110) and (109) into (106) gives firill D,'s first-stage profit. The disagreement 

payoff is obtained by setting x, = 0 into this profit. U,'s profit is: 

and nu," = 0. 

First-stage surplus: 

Maximization of (112) with respect to x, jields: 

(b) Profit maximiiaf ion by the it~icyroied iritIii.srr:,.: 



Maximization of (114) with respect to x, yields: 

Substitution of the reaction functions into each other yields the optimal quantities indicated by 

equation (22) in the paper. 

(11) Derivation of equation (A4) 

Consider firm i's marginal revenue: 

MR, = pi + %pi', where pi = p(qi + cq,). 

Assume downward sloping reaction furictioiis: 

aMRJaqj = c(qgiW + p,') < 0. 

Consider the FOC for profit maximization: 

pi + qgi' - ki = 0 

where ki is film i's constant rnarginal costs. 

From this FOC, compute how a change in rival's output affects firm i's output: 

We want -1 .: y < 0. 

The assumption of downward sloping reaction ft'iinciioi?~ aiitl tile stconci-ctrder condition for profit 

maximizatioli ensure that y < 0. Fro111 ( I  lh) ,  y > - 1  iff: 





(i) 

Vertically Related Markets and Trade Policy in a Bargaining Framework 

Xontechnical summary 

Countries which have a cost advantage in the production of a key intermediate good 

sometimes restrict exports of these in order to promote exports of the final good. When a 

low-cost industry restricts the supply of the input, there is scope for strategic government 

tervention, which aims at altering the industry equilibrium. This is the issue raised by 

cer and Jones (1991, 1992), who analyze the interaction between two asymmeaic 

tries located in different counu*ies. In the f i s t  stage, the more efficient vertically- 

d industry sets the price for the intermediate good to be exported, and in the second 

s compete in the final marker located in the less efficient country. The integrated 

indusfry chooses to foreclose the intermediate market when the supply of the input in the 

high-cost country is sufficiently inelastic. A tariff set by the government located in the high- 

cost country can induce vertical supply. 

We analyze the effects of a tariff on imports of the final good when trade in the 

intermediate market is determined by bargaining rather than by price setting. Upsueam and 

downstream firms are assumed to bargain over the gains from trade. The assumption of 

bargainii~g implies a more even distr+bution of powei between upstream and downstream 

firms, and it avoids common motives for integration such as double marginafization. 

We consider two industries, each consisting of an upstream and a dowristream firm, 

which are located in different countries. Each firm bargains with the domestic parner before 

bargaining with the foreign one. This timing captures the idea that firms regard the domestic 

f i  as a "natural partner". 

If firms are identical, wade in the intermediate good will take place between doniestic 

panners only, and the second stage is vacuous because there are no additional gains frorn 

Wade. The solution is equivalent to that of vertical integration. If suppliers' marginal costs 

differ, the second stage of tIie garne is rneaningf~il. and ii~rel-ir~dustry :mde zrises in 

equilibrium. The downstrcat~-, firm located in  the low-cost coiii~try acijnires some of the iriput 

from the efficient supplier and sells part of it to the less efficient upstre:iin firm. Relative to 



(ii) 

the one-shot game, downstream market shares are reversed, and the reallocation of production 

between suppliers (who cannot bargain by assumption) irnproves efficiency by increasing 

aggregate industry profits. The low-cost supplier. however, finds i t  profitable to prohibit the 

resale of the input, reducing the st~pply of the rival upstream film, and increasing the demand 

of the input in the first stage. When resale is prohibited the downstream firm located in the 

low-cost country improves its share in the final market. Bargaining with the low-cost supplier 

in the first stage gives this firm a first-mover advantage, which allows it to behave as a 

Stackelberg leader in the downstream market. 

The asymmetry in suppliers' costs may induce vertical integration by the more 

efficient industry. When vertically integrated, the industry's choice between foreclosure and 

vertical supply depends on the degree of competition in the finat market. The integrated 

structure unlike the independent supplier, internalizes the rivalry in the final market. Perfect 

substitution between final goods is a sufficient condition for vertical foreclosur:: to occur, and 

in that case the solution is equivalent to that of the one-shot game. 

When analyzing trade policies, we assume that the final market is located in the low- 

cost country, and consider the effects of a specific tariff set by the local government on the 

imports of the final good. These effects depend on the indusuy configuration in the low-cost 

country and on the degree of compet;tion in the downstream market. When the i~ du\i:-y is 

integrated and forecloses the supply of the input, an arbitrarily small tariff induces vertical 

supply and eliminates the integrated structure from the final market. The tariff simply raises 

one firm's costs (so that a small tariff has a negligible effect on welfare). Moreover, the 

assumption of bargaining impties that these costs are shared equally by the palmers. When 

the integrated industry supplies the intermediate good, the tariff stimulates interindustry trade, 

but a non-negligible tariff is needed to eliminate the foreign industry froni the final market. If 

the more efficient industry is not integrated, the tariff acts as a mere rent-extracting device, 

shifting rents from foreign to domestic firrns. and negatively affecting consumers' welfare. 




